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They said
Say a prayer for the sinners

Say a prayer for the other side
Head down to what you told

Shut you mouth, believe the lies

Is anyone wrong?
They didn't know my name

Is anyone wrong?
I put 'em all to shame

I'm the one who took a chance
I'm the one that took a leap of faith, oh

Only know what matters believed in me
I stood my ground and found my place

So now they run run run, they just run run run
Like animals outta the cage, oh

Sometimes you just gotta stand on the edge
Sometimes you gotta risk it all

Let's risk it all

Yeah!

Don't waste your time with an attitude
Don't hold back, just let it scream

You know the one with the light inside
There're the ones who have the disease

Is anyone wrong?
They didn't know my name

Is anyone wrong?
I put 'em all to shame

I'm the one who took a chance
I'm the one that took a leap of faith, oh

Only know what matters believed in me
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I stood my ground and found my place
So now they run run run, they just run run run

Like animals outta the cage, oh
Sometimes you just gotta stand on the edge

Sometimes you gotta risk it all
Let's risk it all

Yeah!

[Solo]

Don't bear your cross like an anchor
You will never rise, never stand up, oh
Don't bear your cross like an anchor
You will never rise, never stand up

I'm the one who took a chance
I'm the one that took a leap of faith, oh

Only know what matters believed in me
I stood my ground and found my place

So now they run run run, they just run run run
Like animals outta the cage, oh

Sometimes you just gotta stand on the edge
Sometimes you gotta risk it all

Let's risk it all
Let's risk it all
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